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100 Square Journey 
A game for up to 4 players 

You will need: 

 A 100 square grid 
 A different coloured counter or playing piece for each player 
 A six section spinner labelled +1, -1, +10, -10, blank, blank 

For the spinner, you can: 
- use the template from the resources below or create your own; 
- create one using the website https://wheelofnames.com/ 
- create one using the Spin the Wheel app for Android or Apple 

 
Instructions 

Each player chooses their counter or playing piece and puts it anywhere they choose 
on the green section of the 100 square or 20 track. 
 
They then take it in turns to spin the spinner and follow the instruction they land on, for 
example, if a player starts on 44 and rolls +10, they move their counter to 54. 
 
The aim of the game is to avoid landing on a red square. When a player lands on a red 
square, the game is over and the person nearest the green section is the winner (there 
can be a tied game if players are equally near). 
 
Information for Parents/Carers 

The variations of this game are designed to support place value skills by looking at the 
digits that change when players move between squares. Encourage your child to 
calculate mentally if possible, looking at what changes and what stays the same. For 
younger children, counting out equipment such as sweets, dried beans or building 
blocks, then adding one more or removing one is a very useful way of checking. 

As a guide to which version of the game to play with your child: 

EYFS: 1 – 20 number track and spinner 

Year 1 and 2: Game board 1 and spinner 

Year 3: Game board 2 and spinner 

Year 4: Game board 3 and spinner 

Years 5 and 6: Game board 4 and spinner 
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1 – 20 Number Track and Spinner 
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Game board 1 and Spinner 
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Game board 2 and Spinner 
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Game board 3 and Spinner 
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Game board 4 and Spinner 

 

 


